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(57) An apparatus comprising plurality of functional
integrated circuit blocks, each manufactured with differ-
ent oxide thicknesses on a monolithic integrated circuit
die, is described. Using different gate oxide thicknesses
for different functional integrated circuit blocks provides

reduced power consumption and increases performance
in processing systems. Several embodiments compris-
ing different combinations of functional integrated circuit
blocks, including processor cores and memory elements,
are presented.
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Description

Field of Disclosure

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to
monolithic integrated circuit dies, and more particularly
to ways of grouping blocks of integrated circuits, each of
such integrated circuit blocks being made up of transis-
tors having different gate oxide thicknesses, on a mon-
olithic integrated circuit die.

Background

[0002] Conventionally, monolithic integrated circuit
dies can be manufactured with two transistor gate oxide
thicknesses. A thick gate oxide is commonly used for
transistors in circuits for input to and output from an in-
tegrated circuit die (I/O devices) and a thinner gate oxide
is used for all other transistors on the die (functional de-
vices). Although it is possible to select between varying
thicknesses for the thinner gate oxide layer depending
on the desired performance and power characteristics of
the circuit to be implemented, until recently functional
devices were commonly limited to a single gate oxide
thickness. For example, thinner gate oxides enable high-
er frequency operation and hence higher performance
at a cost of higher leakage current. Thicker gate oxides
provide lower leakage current but sacrifice higher fre-
quency operation. With the advent of triple gate oxide
(TGO) manufacturing processes, it is now possible to
have three transistor gate oxide thicknesses with varying
performance characteristics on a monolithic integrated
circuit die. Accordingly, there is a need in the art to utilize
the TGO process to produce integrated circuits in order
to advantageously utilize the varying performance char-
acteristics enabled by the TGO process.
[0003] Gate oxide thickness is commonly described in
"equivalent physical oxide thickness" terms because cur-
rent processes do not necessarily use pure silicon to cre-
ate the gate oxide. Some processes employ a dielectric
which has a higher dielectric constant than silicon. Such
processes report the thickness of pure silicon required
to achieve equivalent capacitance with the dielectric ac-
tually used. In current processes, equivalent physical ox-
ide thicknesses can commonly vary between approxi-
mately 3-6nm for I/O devices and between approximately
1-2nm for functional devices. FIG. 1 illustrates a cross-
sectional view of a conventional CMOS transistor, and
in particular the location of the gate oxide. Herein all ref-
erences to gate oxide thickness also apply to equivalent
physical oxide thickness.
[0004] Integrated circuits (ICs) are generally thought
of as being composed of interoperable blocks or func-
tional units (sometimes called cores) of circuitry which
perform some particular function and cooperate in order
to function as a complete IC. For example, processors
or processor cores are integrated circuits designed to
perform a particular set of computational functions. A

common method of achieving greater computational per-
formance in an IC is to employ a plurality of processor
cores. The processor cores in such a multiple-core sys-
tems may be identical or may have differing architec-
tures, power consumption and performance capabilities
that make them suitable for particular kinds of tasks. Ex-
amples of combinations include but are not limited to: (1)
identical processors operated at differing voltages and
frequencies; (2) processors which are designed with dif-
ferent sets of functions (for example, one fast processor
with an comprehensive instruction set and one slow but
power-efficient processor with a reduced instruction set);
and (3) identical processors manufactured with different
processes leading to different performance and power
characteristics.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0005] The present disclosure teaches that a TGO
manufacturing process may permit advantageous group-
ing and arrangement of integrated circuit blocks having
different types of functional devices fabricated with dif-
fering gate oxide thicknesses on a monolithic integrated
circuit die. A block of this type will be referred to herein
as a functional integrated circuit block, and is defined as
an integrated circuit block whose composition includes
functional devices and excludes I/O devices. These func-
tional integrated circuit blocks may have differing per-
formance and power characteristics that lend themselves
to different uses.
[0006] In one embodiment, a processor core and cou-
pled L2 cache memory are manufactured on a single
integrated circuit die. The functional devices of a proc-
essor core and a portion of the L2 cache memory are
manufactured with a first gate oxide thickness and the
functional devices of the other portion of the L2 cache
memory are manufactured with a second gate oxide
thickness. For example, the L2 cache memory may be
manufactured such that the memory array cells have a
thicker gate oxide and the logic functions have a thinner
gate oxide. This will reduce leakage current in the mem-
ory array while retaining the performance advantage of
the thinner gate oxide for the logic functions.
[0007] In another embodiment, the functional devices
of a first processor core are manufactured with a first
gate oxide thickness. On the same integrated circuit die,
a second processor core and a common L2 cache mem-
ory are manufactured with a second gate oxide thickness.
The two processor cores are coupled to each other and
both are coupled to the common L2 cache memory.
Tasks are distributed to each processor core by a task
control block which is responsive to a control program.
[0008] In a further embodiment, two functionally iden-
tical processing units are manufactured on the same in-
tegrated circuit die. Each processing unit is made up of
two processor cores coupled to each other and a com-
mon L2 cache memory coupled to both processor cores.
The two processing units are coupled to each other
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through a system bus. The first processing unit is man-
ufactured with a first gate oxide thickness and the second
processing unit is manufactured with a second gate oxide
thickness. Tasks are distributed to each processing unit
by a task control block which is responsive to a control
program.
[0009] The above-described embodiments provide
several advantages. Implementing otherwise identical
processor cores with functional devices with different
gate oxide thicknesses on a monolithic integrated circuit
die may realize the performance advantages of a multiple
processor core system while minimizing the disadvan-
tages caused by the use of off-chip interconnect and in-
terface circuitry between multiple processor cores having
different characteristics due to differing gate oxide thick-
nesses. Such an implementation may reduce power con-
sumption and heat generation by allowing tasks to run
on a processor core which consumes the least amount
of power given the performance requirements of a par-
ticular task. Such an implementation may also improve
processing throughput by using functional integrated cir-
cuit blocks capable of higher frequency operation.
[0010] It is understood that other embodiments of the
teachings herein will become apparent to those skilled
in the art from the following detailed description, wherein
various embodiments of the teachings are shown and
described by way of illustration but not limitation. As will
be realized, the teachings herein are capable of other
and different embodiments without departing from the
spirit and scope of the teachings herein. Accordingly, the
drawings and detailed description are to be regarded as
illustrative in nature and not as restrictive.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] Various aspects of the teachings of the present
disclosure are illustrated by way of example, and not by
way of limitation, in the accompanying drawings, where-
in:

FIG. 1 is a graphical illustration of a cross-sectional
view of a conventional CMOS transistor;
FIG. 2 is a graphical illustration of a monolithic inte-
grated circuit die having three gate oxide thickness-
es;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a processor core and
an L2 cache memory manufactured using two differ-
ent gate oxide thicknesses;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a two processor cores
and a common L2 cache memory manufactured us-
ing two different gate oxide thicknesses; and
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a set of two identical
processing units manufactured using two different
gate oxide thicknesses.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] The detailed description set forth below, in con-

nection with the appended drawings, is intended as a
description of various exemplary embodiments of the
teachings of the present disclosure and is not intended
to represent the only embodiments in which such teach-
ings may be practiced. The detailed description includes
specific details for the purpose of providing a thorough
understanding of the teachings by way of illustration and
not limitation. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art
that the teachings of the present disclosure may be prac-
ticed in a variety of ways. In some instances, well known
structures and components are shown in block diagram
form in order to avoid obscuring the concepts of the
present disclosure.
[0013] In one or more exemplary embodiments, the
functions and blocks described may be implemented in
hardware, software, firmware, or any combination there-
of. If implemented in software, the functions may be
stored on or transmitted over as one or more instructions
or code on a computer-readable medium. Computer-
readable media includes both computer storage media
and communication media including any medium that fa-
cilitates transfer of a computer program from one place
to another. A storage media may be any available media
that can be accessed by a computer. By way of example,
and not limitation, such computer-readable media can
comprise RAM, ROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or other op-
tical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other mag-
netic storage devices, or any other medium that can be
used to carry or store desired program code in the form
of instructions or data structures and that can be ac-
cessed by a computer. Also, any connection is properly
termed a computer-readable medium. For example, if
the software is transmitted from a website, server, or oth-
er remote source using a coaxial cable, fiber optic cable,
twisted pair, digital subscriber line (DSL), or wireless
technologies such as infrared, radio, and microwave,
then the coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, DSL,
or wireless technologies such as infrared, radio, and mi-
crowave are included in the definition of medium. Disk
and disc, as used herein, includes compact disc (CD),
laser disc, optical disc, digital versatile disc (DVD), floppy
disk and blu-ray disc where disks usually reproduce data
magnetically, while discs reproduce data optically with
lasers. Combinations of the above should also be includ-
ed within the scope of computer-readable media.
[0014] FIG. 1 is a graphical illustration of a cross-sec-
tional view of a conventional CMOS transistor including
a gate 100, a drain 102, a source 104 and a bulk 106
nodes. The location of a gate oxide 108 is shown. The
thickness of the gate oxide 108 varies based on the man-
ufacturing process and the type of transistor used.
[0015] Commonly, the thickness of the gate oxide 108
is inversely related to the switching speed of the transis-
tor. Use of a thinner dielectric material for the gate oxide
108 allows higher switching speeds. Use of a thicker di-
electric material for the gate oxide 108 allows the device
to withstand higher currents and voltages at the cost of
lower switching speeds. I/O devices conventionally have
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much thicker gate oxides than functional devices. Ac-
cordingly, I/O devices are slower than functional devices
and are more suitable for use in input or output circuits
that require increased currents and drive larger loads.
The teachings of the present disclosure are illustrated
with respect to functional devices rather than I/O devices.
[0016] An exemplary TGO process retains a thick gate
oxide for I/O devices and provides two different gate ox-
ide thicknesses for functional devices. Commonly, a TGO
process is more costly and subject to more manufactur-
ing difficulties than a dual gate oxide (DGO) manufactur-
ing process which may result in poorer yields than a DGO
process.
[0017] FIG. 2 is a graphical illustration of a monolithic
integrated circuit die 200 having three gate oxide thick-
nesses. The monolithic integrated circuit die 200 contains
an I/O integrated circuit block 202, a first functional inte-
grated circuit block 204 and a second functional integrat-
ed circuit block 206.
[0018] The I/O integrated circuit block 202 is manufac-
tured using I/O devices having the thickest gate oxide.
This allows the I/O integrated circuit block 202 to support
the higher loads and currents commonly associated with
off-chip communications.
[0019] The first functional integrated circuit block 204
is manufactured using functional devices having the thin-
nest gate oxide. Using the thinnest gate oxide enables
the first functional integrated circuit block 204 to operate
at higher frequencies but also leads to higher power con-
sumption.
[0020] The second functional integrated circuit block
206 is manufactured using functional devices having a
gate oxide thicker than the functional devices used in the
first functional integrated circuit block 204 but thinner
than the I/O devices used in the I/O integrated circuit
block 202. Using the intermediate gate oxide reduces
power consumption while still enabling higher frequency
operation that would be possible if the thickest gate oxide
were used.
[0021] Both the first functional integrated circuit block
204 and the second functional integrated circuit block
206 are coupled to the I/O integrated circuit block 202.
In another embodiment, the first functional integrated cir-
cuit block 204 and the second functional integrated circuit
block 206 may be coupled to each other. Those skilled
in the art will recognize that multiple interconnections be-
tween blocks are possible, and those herein are present-
ed by way of illustration and not limitation.
[0022] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment
wherein a processor core 300 is coupled with an L2 cache
302. The L2 cache 302 is further comprised of supporting
circuitry 304 coupled to a memory array 306. In the pres-
ently described embodiment, the processor core 300 and
the supporting circuitry 304 are manufactured with a first
gate oxide thickness. The memory array 306 is manu-
factured with a second gate oxide thickness.
[0023] The processor core 300 and the supporting cir-
cuitry 304 manufactured with the first gate oxide thick-

ness and the memory array 306 manufactured with the
second gate oxide thickness may be operated at either
the same or different voltages. If they are operated at
different voltages, level shifting circuitry (not shown) may
be embedded in the L2 cache 302 at the interface be-
tween the supporting circuitry 304 and the memory array
306 to allow the portions of the embodiment operating at
different voltages to communicate with each other.
[0024] In this embodiment, manufacturing the memory
array 304 using a thicker gate oxide takes advantage of
the lower leakage current provided by the thicker gate
oxide since the functional devices that make up the mem-
ory array 304 conventionally do not switch very often,
and thus reducing their leakage power consumption is
more important than reducing their dynamic (switching)
power consumption. Manufacturing the supporting cir-
cuitry 306 using a thinner gate oxide allows quick read
and write access to the L2 cache 302.
[0025] While the present embodiment is directed to-
wards an L2 cache, those skilled in the art will realize
that alternate cache hierarchies in which different cache
levels are comprised of differing oxide thicknesses at
each level or in which each level has more than one gate
oxide thickness are also possible.
[0026] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an embodiment
wherein a processor core 400 and a processor core 402
are coupled together. The processor core 400 is coupled
to a common L2 cache memory 406. The processor core
402 is coupled to the common L2 cache memory 406.
The common L2 cache 406 is further comprised of sup-
porting circuitry 408 and a memory array 410. Interface
circuits 420 and 422 may also be included to permit com-
munication between the processor core 400, the proces-
sor core 402 and the common L2 cache memory 406
when these components are being operated at differing
voltages or frequencies. The L2 cache memory 406 may
also include level shifting circuitry to allow the memory
array 410 to be operated at a different voltage than the
supporting circuitry 408. A task control block 430 distrib-
utes tasks to the processor core 400 through interface
circuit 424 and to processor core 402. The task control
block 430 is responsive to a control program 432.
[0027] Interface circuits 420, 422 and 424 may be com-
prised of level shifting circuits, synchronization circuits
or both. Level shifting and synchronization circuits allow
multiple integrated circuits operating at different voltages
and frequencies to communicate with each other. Syn-
chronization allows circuits operating at different fre-
quencies to communicate with each other, and is accom-
plished by use of a memory element to accumulate data
from a first circuit and a control signal to indicate when
the data is ready to be passed to a second circuit. Level
shifting allows circuits operating at different voltages to
communicate with each other, and is accomplished by
use of a circuit that translates the logic high voltage of
the first circuit into the appropriate logic high voltage of
the second circuit. Both synchronization and level shifting
are commonly bidirectional, but need not be.
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[0028] In one embodiment, the processor core 400
may be manufactured using a thicker gate oxide while
the processor core 402 and common L2 cache memory
406 may be manufactured using a thinner gate oxide. In
this embodiment, tasks having strict performance re-
quirements may be distributed to the faster processor
core 402. Tasks having less stringent performance re-
quirements may be distributed to the slower processor
core 400. Manufacturing the common L2 cache memory
406 using the thinner gate oxide may provide higher per-
formance during accesses to the common L2 cache
memory 406 at the cost of higher leakage current.
[0029] In another embodiment the processor core 400
and the supporting circuitry 408 are manufactured using
a thinner gate oxide. The processor core 402 and the
memory array 410 are manufactured using a thicker gate
oxide. This arrangement retains the performance advan-
tages of a thinner gate oxide for the processor core 400
and for read and write operations into the L2 cache 406
while reducing power consumption in the memory array
410 and optimizing the processor core 402 to run low-
priority tasks with reduced power consumption as com-
pared to the processor core 400.
[0030] In another embodiment, the processor core 400
may be manufactured using a thinner gate oxide while
the processor core 402 and common L2 cache memory
406 may be manufactured using a thicker gate oxide. In
such an embodiment, tasks having strict performance
requirements such as real-time processes may be dis-
tributed to the faster processor core 400. Tasks having
less stringent performance requirements may be distrib-
uted to the slower processor core 402. Manufacturing
the common L2 cache memory 406 using the thicker gate
oxide can reduce leakage current in the memory array
at the cost of read and write performance into the L2
cache memory 406.
[0031] The control program 432 provides tasks to the
task control block 430. The task control block 430 dis-
tributes tasks to the processor core 400 and the proces-
sor core 402. In one exemplary embodiment, the task
control block 430 receives tasks from the control program
432 and determines how those tasks should be distrib-
uted between the processor core 400 and the processor
core 402. In another exemplary embodiment, the control
program 432 is an operating system that provides tasks
to the task control block 430 and provides control inputs
to the task control block 430 to direct the distribution of
tasks between the processor core 400 and the processor
core 402.
[0032] These embodiments have presented specific
combinations of processor cores and cache memories,
as well as specifically defined voltage and frequency re-
gions. However, those skilled in the art will recognize that
a wide variety of combinations of cores and memories
are possible. Additionally, those skilled in the art will rec-
ognize that voltage and frequency regions are not limited
to those illustrated by these embodiments, but may be
drawn anywhere depending on the required characteris-

tics of the resulting integrated circuit.
[0033] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a third embodiment
wherein a processing unit 500 is coupled to a processing
unit 502 through interface circuitry 504. The processing
unit 500 is made up of architecturally identical processor
cores 506 and 508, which are coupled to each other and
to a common L2 cache memory 510. The processing unit
500 is manufactured with a first gate oxide thickness.
The processing unit 502 is made up of identical processor
cores 512 and 514, which are coupled to each other and
to a common L2 cache memory 516. The processing unit
502 is manufactured with a second gate oxide thickness.
Those skilled in the art will realize that although in this
embodiment both processing units 500 and 502 contain
identical processor cores, other embodiments using het-
erogeneous processing cores or heterogeneous
processing units are also feasible. The interface circuit
504 which couples the processing unit 500 and the
processing unit 502 may be comprised of a system bus
or of level shifting and synchronization circuitry which
allows the processing unit 500 and the processing unit
502 to be operated at different voltages and frequencies.
Those skilled in the art will realize that the interface circuit
504 could alternatively be integrated into the processing
unit 500 and the processing unit 502.
[0034] A task control block 530 distributes tasks to the
processing unit 500 through interface circuit 534 and to
the processing unit 502. The task control block 530 is
responsive to a control program 532. The control pro-
gram 532 provides tasks to the task control block 530.
The task control block 530 distributes tasks to the
processing unit 500 and the processing unit 502. In one
exemplary embodiment, the task control block 530 re-
ceives tasks from the control program 532 and deter-
mines how those tasks should be distributed between
the processing unit 500 and the processing unit 502. In
another exemplary embodiment, the control program 532
is an operating system that provides tasks to the task
control block 530 and provides control inputs to the task
control block 530 to direct the distribution of tasks be-
tween the processing unit 500 and the processing unit
502.
[0035] Operating the processing units 500 and 502 at
different frequencies and voltages provides two architec-
turally identical processing units with different power and
performance characteristics. For example, a manufac-
turing processing unit 500 using a thicker gate oxide may
provide lower power consumption at low levels of per-
formance while manufacturing processing unit 502 with
a thinner gate oxide may provide lower power consump-
tion at high levels of performance. Tasks may be allocat-
ed to either processing unit 500 or 502 based on the
performance requirements of each task. Tasks with real-
time completion requirements, for example, could be al-
located to the faster processing unit while background
system processes could be allocated to the slower
processing unit. It would also be possible to dynamically
allocate tasks. For example, if a task starts running on
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the slower processing unit but the operating system de-
termines that the task is not going to complete quickly
enough, the task may be moved to the faster processing
unit.
[0036] While the teachings of the present disclosure
are disclosed in the context of illustrative embodiments
for processor cores coupled with memories, it will be rec-
ognized that a wide variety of implementations may be
employed by persons of ordinary skill in the art consistent
with the teachings herein and the claims which follow
below.

CLAUSES

[0037]

1. A monolithic integrated circuit die, comprising:

a. a first functional integrated circuit block man-
ufactured solely with a first gate oxide thickness
which advantageously uses the characteristics
of the first gate oxide thickness in its function;
b. a second functional integrated circuit block
manufactured solely with a second gate oxide
thickness which advantageously uses the char-
acteristics of the second gate oxide thickness in
its function; and
c. an I/O integrated circuit block manufactured
with an I/O gate oxide thickness coupled to the
first functional integrated circuit block and the
second functional integrated circuit block.

2. The apparatus of clause 1 wherein a third func-
tional integrated circuit block couples the first func-
tional integrated circuit block and the second func-
tional integrated circuit block.
3. The apparatus of clause 2 wherein the third portion
of the functional integrated circuit includes a level
shifting circuit for translating between differing volt-
ages in the first functional integrated circuit block and
the second functional integrated circuit block.
4. The apparatus of clause 2 wherein the third portion
of the functional integrated circuit includes a syn-
chronization circuit for synchronizing communica-
tion between the first functional integrated circuit
block and the second functional integrated circuit
block.
5. The apparatus of clause 2 wherein the third portion
of the functional integrated circuit comprises a sys-
tem bus.
6. The apparatus of clause 1 wherein:

a. the first functional integrated circuit block us-
ing the first gate oxide thickness comprises a
first portion of a memory element; and
b. the second functional integrated circuit block
using the second gate oxide thickness compris-
es:

i. a second portion of the memory element;
and
ii. a processor core.

7. The apparatus of clause 1 wherein:

a. the first functional integrated circuit block us-
ing the first gate oxide thickness comprises a
first processor core; and
b. the second functional integrated circuit block
using the second gate oxide thickness compris-
es a second processor core.

8. The apparatus of clause 1 wherein:

a. the first functional integrated circuit block us-
ing the first gate oxide thickness comprises a
first processor core; and
b. the second functional integrated circuit block
using the second gate oxide thickness compris-
es:

i. a second processor core; and
ii. a memory element.

9. The apparatus of clause 1, wherein:

a. the first functional integrated circuit block us-
ing the first gate oxide thickness comprises a
first processing unit, such first processing unit
being comprised of a first processor core cou-
pled to a first memory element; and
b. the second functional integrated circuit block
using the second gate oxide thickness compris-
es a second processing unit, such second
processing unit being comprised of a second
processor core coupled to a second memory el-
ement.

10. An apparatus having multiple functional integrat-
ed circuit blocks having different gate oxide thick-
nesses for functional devices on a monolithic inte-
grated circuit die, comprising:

a. a plurality of functional integrated circuit
blocks, each of the plurality of functional inte-
grated circuit blocks manufactured using one of
a plurality of functional gate oxide thicknesses;
and
b. a control circuit block which is capable of
switching tasks between the plurality of function-
al integrated circuit blocks.

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the control
circuit block is responsive to a software program con-
tained in a computer-readable medium adapted to
control the switching of tasks between functional in-
tegrated circuit blocks.
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12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the software
program is an operating system.

Claims

1. A monolithic integrated circuit die, comprising:

a first functional integrated circuit block manu-
factured solely with a first gate oxide thickness
which advantageously uses the characteristics
of the first gate oxide thickness in its function,
wherein the first functional integrated circuit
block comprises;

supporting circuitry of a common memory;
and
a first processor core (400);

a second functional integrated circuit block man-
ufactured solely with a second gate oxide thick-
ness which advantageously uses the character-
istics of the second gate oxide thickness in its
function, wherein the second functional integrat-
ed circuit comprises:

a memory array of the common memory;
and
a second processor core (402);

whereby the first and the second processors are
coupled to the common memory, and
wherein the first gate oxide thickness is thinner
than the second gate oxide thickness.

2. The monolithic integrated circuit die of claim 1,
wherein a third functional integrated circuit block
couples the first functional integrated circuit block
and the second functional integrated circuit block.

3. The monolithic integrated circuit die of claim 2,
wherein the third functional integrated circuit block
includes a level shifting circuit for translating be-
tween differing voltages in the first functional inte-
grated circuit block and the second functional inte-
grated circuit block.

4. The monolithic integrated circuit die of claim 2,
wherein the third functional integrated circuit block
includes a synchronization circuit for synchronizing
communication between the first functional integrat-
ed circuit block and the second functional integrated
circuit block.

5. The monolithic integrated circuit die of claim 2,
wherein the third portion of the functional integrated
circuit comprises a system bus.

6. The monolithic integrated circuit die of claim 1,
wherein the first portion of the common memory
comprises supporting circuitry for a memory array
and the second portion of the common memory com-
prises the memory array (410).

7. The monolithic integrated circuit die of claim 1, fur-
ther comprising an I/O integrated circuit block man-
ufactured with an I/O gate oxide thickness, the I/O
integrated circuit block operatively coupled to the first
functional integrated circuit block and the second
functional integrated circuit block.

8. A method of manufacturing a monolithic integrated
circuit die, comprising:

manufacturing a first functional integrated circuit
block solely with thickness of gate oxide layer
equal to a first gate oxide thickness which ad-
vantageously uses the characteristics of the first
gate oxide thickness in its function, wherein the
first functional integrated circuit block compris-
es;

a first portion of a common memory; and
a first processor core (400);

manufacturing a second functional integrated
circuit block solely with thickness of gate oxide
layer equal to a second gate oxide thickness
which advantageously uses the characteristics
of the second gate oxide thickness in its function,
wherein the second functional integrated circuit
block comprises:

a second portion of the common memory;
and
a second processor core (402).

9. The method of claim 8, wherein a third functional
integrated circuit block couples the first functional
integrated circuit block and the second functional in-
tegrated circuit block.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the third functional
integrated circuit block includes a level shifting circuit
for translating between differing voltages in the first
functional integrated circuit block and the second
functional integrated circuit block.

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the third functional
integrated circuit block includes a synchronization
circuit for synchronizing communication between the
first functional integrated circuit block and the second
functional integrated circuit block.

12. The method of claim 9, wherein the third functional
integrated circuit block comprises a system bus.
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13. The method of claim 8, wherein the first portion of
the common memory comprises supporting circuitry
for a memory array and the second portion of the
common memory comprises the memory array.

14. The method of claim 8, further comprising manufac-
turing an I/O integrated circuit block (202) with an
I/O gate oxide thickness, the I/O integrated circuit
block being coupled to the first functional integrated
circuit block and the second functional integrated cir-
cuit block.
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